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Abstract

THE COMPARABILITY QUESTION: POTENTIAL USES AND MISUSES OF DATA

Mk, Adrian H. Harris
Assistant Chancellor-Planning

UCLA

May 1973

Higher education is now and will increasingly be faced with requests for.data

froM a variety of sources to which it is accountable. Such data may ultimately

be used in decision-making regarding the appropriation of public and private

resources. Comparisons of costs and other measures among institutions will be

the by-word. Thus, it is important that potential areas of misunderstanding and

misuse of information be fully understood both by those who provide the data and

those who receive it. It is not implied, however, that such requests for data

are necessarily inappropriate; in fact, if used responsibly data comparison can

also be a valuable internal decision-making tool for the institution.

This paper, then, is designed for both the potential requestors of data and the

members of the higher education community who will be responsing to such requests.

It (1) explains the-difficulties in routine data comparisons, some of which were

experienced by a six member data exchange group; and (2) suggests how data com-

parison can be handled meaningfully. A variety of actual examples are described

in some detail, including problems of both definition and analysis. Further

illustration is provided in an attachment.
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THE COMPARABILITY QUESTION:
POCE:;T1AL USES AND MISUSES OP DATA

Adrian H. Harris, Assistant Chancellor-Plinning
University of California, Los Angeles

Higher education has long enjoyed a measure of freedom from external accountability
which is envied by those who are outside the system and probably not fully appre-
ciated by those within it. This priviledged position is now being penetrated on
all sides by a variety of calls for accountability, usually in terms of specific
data by which it is assumed that effectiveness and efficiency of operation can be
determined.

The fiscal crisis now facing most public and private educational institutions has
not been the sole reason for this cry for accountability, though it has probably
had the greatest impact. Students are more aware of what and how they are taught
and are often heard calling for greater relevance. Many state legislatures are
looking more closely at public higher education in their states in terms of its content
and conduct as well as its cost. At least one Governor is calling for faculty to
increase teaching loads and the general question of the continuation of the tenure
system as we know it today is being more frequently discussed. A major concern

of all these groups is improvement of the educational experience through greater
student-faculty contact -- smaller classes, more accessibility to distinguished profes-
sors--and accomplishment of this at the lowest possible cost.

The common approach to the analysis and resolution of these issues has been to require
more and more data by which complex systems can be quantified, summarized, and com-
pared. This is understandable at a time when the consumer is increasingly concerned
with getting the greatest value for his dollar. What is not fully understood is
the extent to which such data, if not compiled and analyzed with the greatest care,
can lead to totally inaccurate or inappropriate conclusions.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss, through actual examples, the difficulties
encountered when attempting to make routine comparisons of data and to suggest how_
data comparison can be handled meaningfully. -In so doing, I will also point out
how such data can be potentially misunderstood and misused. It is not my intent
to discount in any way the need for accountability itself. It is entirely appropri-
ate that higher education should be accountable, albeit in different ways, both
to those who benefit from its services and to those who finance its operations.
There is also no question but that we will all benefit from such an effort, provided
that it is conducted in a responsible, informed, and conscientious fashion.

The National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCIIEMS) has now appeared
on the scene to lead the field in the development of products intended to aid in the

reporting process. Unfortunately, there is a temptation to use the results of-these
efforts as ends to themselves. Such a cookbook approach can more often lead to
inappropriate conclusions than to informed judgments. This is particularly true
when the result is a single number, such as a unit cost figure, which once obtained
can be easily misused unless there is a full understanding of what is being presented
and how it can and should be used.



Among the products developed by NCHEMS
2
are the Program Classification Structure

which allows institutions to divide their programs into standard disciplinary units;
cost finding principles which attempt to set standards for the determination of

unit costs; RRPM (Resource Requirement Prediction Model) which has been mistakenly
assumed by some people to be a model to develop unit costs for comparative pur-
poses--instead of its real mission as an institutional planning model for internal
use; and the Information Exchange Procedures project which is designed to attack

the problem defined in its title. Such models are valuable to an institution's
internal management, decision making, and evaluation. The danger is in assuming

that such techniques can produce readily comparable results when applied to different

institutions.

Thus far I have dealt with the question of data comparability in a general sense.
I would now like to offer some specific examples of the problems involved in the
selection, definition, and analysis of data to be exchanged or compared. The examples

are primarily drawn from the experience of a six campus data exchange effort in

which I was involved for over a two year period. The six campuses were all large

state-supported institutions having broadly based programs of undergraduate and

graduate instruction and research. In pursuing the initial goal of data exchange,

we uncovered many unforeseen problems.

The first difficulties in data exchange are definitional. In our own effort we

spent countless hours on the task of understanding the individual use of terms and

then trying to produce meaningful decision rules on the classification of data.

A commonly used data element is the full-time equivalent student (student FTE). In

our group, all institutions but one determined undergraduate student FTE by dividing

student credit hours by IS; the other used a divisor of 15.5. Of course, greater
variation will occur between institutions which have different requirements for
graduation or different definitions of "normal progress." At the graduate level
he problem of student FTE is vastly more complicated because of the differences
in graduate programs and the manner in which graduate education is conducted and

credited. For example, one institution in our exchange did not attach any credit

value to doctoral work. As a result of these problems, we finally agreed to let
each institution use its own method of calculating student FTE and to accompany

data with a chart defining the method used. Obviously, anyone using these data

must fully familiarize himself with these definitions and understand their differences

before drawing conclusions.

A related problem is the need to determine whether student FTE should be aggregated
by student level or by course level. Within our group, there was considerable

disagreement on this matter. Some felt that course level is the significant deter-

minent of workload; others felt that higher level students create more workload
for faculty regardless of the level of course being taken. An added problem was

the fact that one campus did not identify course level and thus could not provide

data in this form. In either case the choice can have significant effects on data,
particularly when micro programs are being compared, and thus the use to which the
data is to be put must be considered in reaching a decision.

Another definitional problem centered around the differences in University calendars

and the time period for which data are to be exchanged. Among our six-campus group

it was found that some used a quarter system, both with and without a summer quarter;

some used a semester system; and one used a trimester system covering the full

year. Because of these differences, we agreed to exclude summer enrollments from
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the academic year. Annual data must also be defined as covering either a fiscal
year, academic yehr, or calendar year. While student information is usually easily
separated by academic years, financial information cannot always be treated in this
way. For example, the campus mentioned above which used a year-round trimester
system encountered enormous difficulties in attempting to exclude its summer compo-
nent to make its "annual" data comparable with the other institutions.

The results of our deliberations over these and a myriad of other problems of the
same nature were represented in twelve pages of definitions covering the data elements
to be exchanged and spelling out institutional differences in detail. The complexity
of meaningful data exchange is well illustrated by this document, which is attached
in photoreduced form. Despite its length, this is an extremely concise example.
By comparison, the second edition of NCHE1S' Data Element Dictionary: Student devotes
125 pages to 73 data elements; their comments eld-rOEffeETE7YrEheFigigets
we encountered and, of course, this is only one of five such dictionaries.

Our next step in the exchange of data was identification of a series of academic
units for comparison. Our initial intention was to select departments that were
as nearly identical on all six campuses as possible, recognizing at the outset
that programmatic differences may create difficulties in interpreting the data.
Thus it was understood that, while most universities are organized into schools,
colleges, and departments, not every field is represented at every. institution.
Furthermore, disciplines, departments or programs having the same name may not in-
clude the same subject matter. This is an important problem which is not readily

apparent to the outside user of data. It is obvious that physics and English

are different; it is not so obvious that two departments called "English" may vary
on different campuses. In our own group it was found that some English departments
included rhetoric and/or speech and some did not; thus English was rejected for
comparison. Similarly, romance languages could not be used because in some cases
French was included and in others it was not. At UCLA, for certain historical
reasons, our Department of Linguistics includes instruction in several exotic lan-
guages not covered elsewhere. Some campuses identi -fy a separate Department of Com-
puter Sciences; at UCLA, instruction in computer sciences is included within engi-
neering and cannot be separated. On the other hand, the same program maybe called
by different names at different institutions; environmental science on one campus
might be ecology on another. There may also be differences between the way graduate
and undergraduate programs are organized in some fields. After sifting through
the known differences of this kind we were only able to select seven departments
for inclusion in the initial data exchange. Later, when analysis of the data uncovered
differences even among these departments, it was agreed to provide departmental
profiles outlining the program and requirements for each. It was evident that even
with careful preliminary screening for similarity, these seven departments also
displayed a mixture of objectives, resources, and organization as they were represent-
ed on the various campuses.

As we continued our efforts, it became increasingly clear that meaningful data exchange
required a full understanding of programmatic elements. Not only was it necessary

to understand the individual programs being compared, but the institution within
which they_were set and the entire system of higher education as well. Institutional

priorities, and commitments, outside pressures for change, and even national interests
may all have an impact which is reflected in the data for a particular program
at a particular point in time. The individuals involved in this effort were all
high-level administrators in their respective universities involved in institutional
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research and planning. In spite of this, we often found that further investigation
was needed to supplement our knowledge of programmatic and organizational differences.

Imagine, then, the difficulties that would bo_encountered by even the most conscien-
tious outsider attempting to analyze our aila.

The final step in this initial effort at data exchange was comparison and analysis
of the results. Many of the differences which were observed were explained by closer
examination of the programs being compared. Only a few of the many possible examples
will be discussed here.

One measure compared was an unweighted student/faculty ratio. In the case of one
department, the six institutions reported values of 11, 1S, 1S, 16, 17 and.34. Inves-

tigation of the differences here showed that the 34 was the result of misinterpreta-
tion of definitions, an occurance for which one must always allow. On the other
hand, the small number was associated with a new program; a new program might easily
be expected to have a smaller student/faculty ratio due to pre-staffing, in order
to cover the field, before enrollments have reached their peak.

The student/faculty ratios in art departments were relatively consistant for all
institutions except one, which had half the ratio of the others. In this case the
department showing the lower value placed a relatively greater emphasis on art prac-
tice than on art history. Thus, classes were required to be taught in small studio
sections and more faculty were needed to staff them. This also had the effect
of reducing the budgeted support per faculty member to less than half the level
observed in the other art departments. A somewhat higher student/faculty ratio
at another institution, resulted from the high service load associated with a "general
undergraduate art requirement."

In some cases, a department showed a high number of graduate students per senior
faculty. While on the surface this appeared to be a commendable use of resources,
it apparently resulted from the production of very few doctorates over a number
of years. If the present group of students received their degrees within a short
period of time, the data would be sharply reversed.

Similar situations occurred when support funds per budgeted faculty were compared.
For physics, the results were especially interesting; the six campuses reported
the following figures for this department: $12,000, $10,000, $5,000, $3,000,
$14,000, and $11,000. The two campuses having extremely low levels of support
per budgeted faculty in this case were associated with large extramurally funded
programs. On the other hand, the campus reporting $10,000 per budgeted faculty
was also known to have a large extramural program including a well-equipped radia-
tion laboratory, yet it did not show the low support figure that might have been
expected. Our-examination also showed that this institution's program was ranked
first among all physics departments in the country.

At one institution the support level in law was forty percent above the others.
In this case the departmental budget included provision for a law library; at the

other institutions this was part of a separate library budget.

Psychology departments having a strong clinical emphasis characteristically had
support levels as much as twice as high as those emphasizing the social sciences.
Here four of the campuses reported support per budgeted faculty at $4,000; the other

two reported $7,000 and $8,000. In the first case of higher support the department
characterized itself as "having more of a laboratory science than social science
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emphasis." The other was stated to be "associated with a large clinical program."
In both cases, the higher figures-were easily explained by the costs associated
with the support of laboratories and special facilities, a reflection of programmatic
differences.

Programmatic differences can affect data even when programs are aggregated by disci-
pline. Anogher example compares disciplinary groups on two campuses of the same
university. For the biological sciences on one campus the support per FTE faculty
was recently reported as $16,000 at the other it was $12,000; however, the second
campus includes a vigorous health science program which is budgeted separately.
In the same report the physical sciences on the first campus showed a support figure
of $13,000, compared with $17,000 at the second. Here, the first campus benefited
from a large externally-funded research facility.

The examples could go on indefinitely; the implications, however, are clear. While
many legitimate differences will be observed when data are compared among institutions,
many other differences are created by conditions not directly related to the data
element being compared. This was recognized by the RRPM-1 Task Force of WICHE when
they stated in a resolution published on March 9, 1971:

"Institutions of higher education differ widely among themselves. They
have different approaches to teaching, different degrees, different require-
ments for the same degree, different course mixes within a single institu-
tion to satisfy the requirements for the same degree, different course
contents, different methods of awarding and computing credit hours, differ-
ent support activities, different student/faculty6ratios, different goals,
and other differences too numerous to enumerate."

An understanding of these differences, and consequently any meaningful comparison
of data, can only be accomplished by persons intimately acquainted with the data
collection procedures, the programs, the budgeting patterns, the organization,
the objectives, and other important characteristics of the institutions involved.

One might think that the most meaningful comparison of data would be made in an un-
changed environment at a single institution where various measures are compared
for the same units over a period of time. However, such conditions never exist.
Even in the least dynamic setting, change occurs and one cannot draw simple conclu-
sions from data collected over time. On the other hand, given an understanding
of the system and of the significance of differences between units and of changes
which may be occuring, data comparison can be an important decision making tool
for an institution. Inter-institutional comparisons are vastly more complicated,
and must be undertaken only with the greatest understanding and care.

Universities will continue to be faced with a multitude of requests for cost analy-
ses and other data. So long as resources for higher education remain scarce, those
responsible for their allocation will continue to look for information to help them
with their difficult decisions. It is likely that institutions will also be required
to demonstrate that they are using their resources in the most efficient and effective
manner possible.

Unfortunately, many people feel more secure when their decisions are based on quantita-
tive rather than qualitative information. However, where higher education is con-
cerned, considerations of quality are (or should be) of great importance. While

qualitative considerations are usually understood to imply judgments that are more
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subjective than objective, there is no reason for them to be uninformed or capricious.
In addition, it must also be recognized that even when the end result is a number,
an essentially subjective decision may have been made in the selection of the method
for producing that number. Numbers are not magic. They do not tell the whole story
any more than a picture of one side of the moon shows what is on the other side.
Numbers can, however, be useful; if they are properly understood and interpreted
they can be combined with other information to give a reasonably complete picture.

We cannot escape the fact that data will be collected and comparisons will be made.
What we must seek to avoid is standardization and regimentation around formats
and definitions designed by those far removed from the system in an attempt to assure
"comparable data." Ultimately, we will have to live with resource allocations
and other decisions that may be bated on such efforts. However, it is essential
that higher education not be reduced to the least common denominator.

We have found from practical experience that a number of conditions are absolutely
essential- to any meaningful exchange or comparison of data in higher education.
At the outset, the effort must be designed and undertaken with the full participa-
tion of knowledgeable individuals representing all parties involves. Sufficient
particulars must be provided to allow rational accomplishment of the task. Specif-
ically, they must seek to:

Fully agree to the purpose of the comparison and the use to which
the data will be put;

Insure that the data to be collected are consistant with the expressed
purpose;

Define all terms explicitly and include detailed definitions with any
data disseminated;

Provide profiles of each program to be compared, including informa-
tion on all aspects of the program which may affect the data; and

Permit the providers of the data to review the results so that
errors of fact or interpretation may be avoided.

Obviously, this is an ideal and not every condition can be met in every case even
when undertaken with the best of intentions. Hopefully, a better understanding of
the problems and concerns discussed here will help to establish a meaningful
environment in which those involved in higher education and those to whom they are
accountable can work together responsibly and responsively.

Attachment



NOTES

1
Acknowledgment is due Miss Dee Cuenod, Miss Gertie Ewing, Mrs. Jeffrey Gilbert,

Dr. Wayne Smith, Miss Corrine Verhulst (members of the UCLA Planning
Office staff) and other members of our data exchange group for sig-
nificant contributions which lead to the production of this paper.

2
Publications describing each of these items are available from the National

Center for Higher Education Management Systems at WICHE, P. O. Drawer P,
Boulder, Colorado 80302.

3
The other data element dictionaries are for course, facilities, finance, and

staff.

4
Kenneth D. Roose and Charles J. Andersen. A Rating of Graduate Pro rams, American

Council on Education, 1970. This institution was ranee irst for Quality
of Graduate Faculty and fifth for Effectiveness of Doctoral Program and
in each case ranked higher than any of the other programs compared.

5Derived from 1972-7Z University of California Budget.

6
Appendix A of "Report of RRPM Implementation at UCLA," UCLA Planiling Office,

September 1971.



ATIALICIENT

1. STUDENT INFORWION

A. Fail FTE Students

FTE Students

Weighted FTE Students

DATA EXCUANGI ELIHENTS

DIFINITION

Students are defined as regular sessior students (renard-
igreW the hour of Instruction). Extension, surrer
session, and sleeve quarter enrollments will be excluded
(University of Michigan will exclude toe summer trimester).

Data will he provided for by levels of lower Division (L0).
Upper Blvision (UD), Graduate I (111)--or all graduates

other than advanced Doctorates--and Graduate 2 (112)--or

advanced Poctorate. (In the fututc an attempt will he
rude to exchange inforratinn on a year-average basis.)

Will be determined In a manner consistent with each in-
stitution's own methods of calculating lull -time equiva-

lence. There is little variance at the undergraduate
level. Student Credit hours (SCIO arc divided by lb,
with the exception of Michigan where the divisor is
15,5. However, each institution his its own method for
determining FIT at the GI and G2 levels. (Refer to
Schedule A.) The concepts for determining the two
graduate levels appear to be fairly consistent, for all
practical purposes.

Are obtained by multiplying Fall FTE Students as
follows:

LO times 1.0
Uo times 1.5
GI tines 2.5
G2 times 3.5

D. Fall_FTE Students attribu-
table_to departmental majors By level of student are that portion of FTE student work-

load generated In the department by students in its
major program at the upper division or graduate levels,
as opposed to the FTE student workload generated by non-
majors. (This should not be confused with the amount
of FTE generated in other departments by this depart-
ment's majors.)

C. Year-average Student Credit
Hours By level of course (as opposed to determining SCH by

level of student) will be provided at the LD, UD, GI,
and 02 levels. SCH registered will be used rather than
SCH completed. (Most institutions count as of the 2nd
or 3rd week of classes.) Year-average is determined by
(1) adding the Fall and Winter (or Spring) semesters
and dividing by 2, or (11) adding the Fall, Winter and
Spring quarters and dividing by 3.

DICI:111131 1972

COMMENTS

Full-Time Equivalent Students

The fall term was selected o, the reporting period since
all Ins rio readily available data. While year
avera are representative of it was not

used ra. .e FTE data was not easily gathered
at so... _utions.

FTE students were also weighted to provide a more approft
prlate measure of workload taking into consideration
the relative mix of students by level. All institutioas
used some weighting system with very small variances
In relative values so a standard set of weights was fella
ed.

Determination of a compatible definition of a full-time
equivalent student was an early problem for the Data
Exchange Group. This is usually more difficult at the
graduate than at the undergraduate level. At the under-
graduate level all institutions before determine student
FTE by dividing student credit hours by 15; the other
uses a divisor of 15.5. On the other hand, each insti-
tution uses a different method of determining graduate
student FTC and this data can-be properly interpreted
only by someone-familiar with each technique and its
rationale. The Data Exchange Group finally agreed
to allow each member insitution to use its own manner
of calculating full time equivalent students and provide
a chart defining each method of determining graduate
FTE (see Appedix 0), For all practical purposes,
the concepts for determining the'two graduate levels
appear to be fairly consistent.

Workload Attrubutable to Departmental Majors

In an effort to illustrate the effects of the major
load or opposed to the service load on each department,
the Data Exchange Group chose to exchange data sal the
workload attributed to departmental majors. Fit students

attrubuted to departmental majors were reported along
with the percentages of such FEE to the total FTE student
workload. The percentage of SCH's attrubutable to depart
mental majors was also included as an important addition.
These element. were substituted for headcount majors
as being more meaningful and more descriptive of the
nature of departmental workload.

Student Credit Hours

Student Credit Hours (SCH) must also be carefully defin-
ed in relation to the normal course load at an institu-
tion. Furthermore, if student credit hours are used
as a base for data, this must be defined as either
SCH registered or SCH completed. SCH are a function
of the total credits required for graduation for undergri
uate rates and perhaps arbitrary decision regarding
the relative unit credit which will apply to specific
courses, and the number of students enrolled. Hence,

comparisons of SCH can be misleading where the total
number of credits required for graduating varies; e.g.,

engineering programs typically require more credits
than the social slcences. The problem of carry arislnq
SCI( at the graduate level aggravated by the fact that
Sonic of the institutions required credit for such thins
as research while others had no way at all of tabulat-
ing the total number of graduate level SCh.



IltettiT DEFINITION

C. Yeareverage Student Credit
Lure (tont.)

S. Pall headcount Majors

IL Syron Granted

F. postdoctoral Students

Ii. FACULTY ARO TEACHING STAFF

A. FTE Information

S. FTC

Determlnined by level of student standing will be pro-
vided for each department. If It Is meaningful. Inter-
departmental or interdisciplinary majors should be
Slaved (or prorated) to a department. When this
Is the case, their inclusion should be footnoted and
the major should be named or defined. If their
Inclusion at the departmental level is not possible
they Should be included in the summation of the
epaepriate school or college (or campus. if all else
fells). When this Is the case, these majors should
be footnoted as included In the total but not In a
particular department. and their numbers should be
given by major and by level.

VIII be provided at the Ut. GI and G2 levels. This

data should be for the full year. In the case of Law.
the 1.1.11 and JO are considered equivalent to GI: the

Mester of Law and O. Science of Law are equivalent to .

G2.

The number of postdoctoral students will be provided.
An indication should be given as to whether or not the
figura is for fall or year average.

Stfferences in the definitions of Faculty and Teaching
Staff are shown for the individual institutions in

"s Schedule S. The definitions agreed upon for use In
data collection are listed below. (This means several
institutions must modify their data to conform to the
definitions.)

Or (Fatima'se equivalent) has a value of 1.00 for a
Person who Is employed (in Instruction and depart
Mental research) 100% of time for the full period of
his responsibilities during a fiscal year. An "11.
month.° "I2- month;" or "fiscal-year" appointee

Should equal 1.00 FIE as would a "S-ronth." "10-
month.' or "acadenlc-year" appointee. Anyone
budgeted for fly working less than 130% of
time or less than the full per'od for his respon.
abilities within a fiscal year would have his FTC
prorated accordingly. Actual FIE should be
provided on a "yearaverage° basis; that is, the
Percentage of time worked In 1 ion and depart.
Mental fc rrrrr h added together for each quarter and

divided by ), or added together for each semester
and divided by 2 would equal the year - average FTC.
(Michigan will adjust fullyear FTE to exclude the
Sumer trimester.)

CONVOYS

Student Level Course Level

There cos considerable disagreement as to whether wowk.
lead data should be collected by student level or by
;Ours* level. Some institutions believe course level
to be the Post sionlacant measure, particularly when
departmental workload is the objective. However, one
somber of the Data Exchange Croup could not Identity
Correa level end thus cool not distribute data In this
winner. Others who object to the use of course level
point to the fact that courses are frequently open to
students stdifferent levels and contend that higher
level students create more workload for faculty. Hans

disagree with thIS opinion, however, feeling that worklod
Is determined by course level regardless of the level
of the student. The solution agreed to by the Data
Exchange Croup provides both FTE students by student
level and student credit hours by course level.

EnrollmentHeadcount Majors

One of the more common elements of data employed to
describe an Institution and its programs is headcount
majors. However. In trying to use majors to Indicate
program size or departmental morkload, this element
was found too problematic to be useful. Students may
not declare their major during tnlar lower division
years and when they do. are very apt to change majors
In the later years. Also when describing depart -

ment's program in gross numbers of majors, the Problem
of departments Including varying majora detract! s from
the usefulness of the data. Other indicators provided
to be more descriptive of derartmental workload such
84 student credit hours. FIE students and Sty. however
a distinction between workload generated by e, depart-
ment's majors as opposed to its service load was found
to better 'Ypres' the nature of that workload. Headcount
data by major therefore was temporarily abandoned in
favor of an expansion of both Fit students and student
Credit hours to indicate those attributable to majors
and the Oe ge represented. That is not to say that
this data could not be useful for other purposes and
In relationship to other data such as degrees granted
and may be an Indicator of program size.

Degrees G

Degrees granted over the full year were easily agreed
upon to be categorized at three levels; undergraduate.
graduate 1, or masters and first professional (LLD and
JO) and Grad 2. or doctoral degrees. .

Postdoctoral Students

Early exchanges of data Included counts of postdoctoral
scholars. as further indication of faculty workload.
but some record keeping was sporatic so that the validity
Of the data was suspect. the element was later abOndened
as of little value.

Full-Time &lulu/dent Faculty

In order to collect data on budgeted and actual faculty,
a common measurement was required; there was little
disagreement that FEE (rather than headcount) should
be that form of measurement and there was little disagree
mint on the definition of FIE. (See Appendix E) One

FTE faculty generally represents an Individual employed
1001 for the full oeriod of his responsibilicr which
may cover a nine. ten, el ttttt or Helve month period
depending on the particular program and institutional

Policy. however. FIE definitions of teaching assistants
differ considerably. More institutions allocate and
budget teaching asst FTE separately; h

one does not. Instead. It allocates all positions
as faculty FIE. then s In number to be
used for teaching assistants. Where they are separately
allotat,d, one headcount teaching assistant usually
equals .50 FTC when looking at total teaching staff.
In the second case, 1.00 ftE faculty coverts to 2.00
FIE teaching assts which equal four headcount
teething asst s. Thus, a summary of teaching staff
FTC's which includes teaching esti s may not be

meenIngful.



DEFINITION

Data will be provided for the fellowine groups[

Senior Faculty

Junior Faculty
Sub-tetel Faculty

Teaching Assistants or Teaching Fellows
Other Teaching Staff
Total Teaching Staff

The definitions will' differ slightly for budgeted as
opposed to actual.

Unless It presents hardship or is InoractIcal to
provide. the teaching staff data should include tie
following definitions only for the following cate-
gories: (If exceptions to these definitions must be
glade, the data should be footnoted and fully

explained.)

includes FTE paid from general. state funds used to
finance Instruction and departmental research icily' n
ties which are budgeted for the Fall. Winter and/or
Spring (Michigan will adjust full-time FTE to exclude

the summer trIrester. Illinois will use FTE on an

academic year rather than fiscal-year basis unless
data are exchanged for colleges (e.g.. Agriculture)
there fiscal year basis is nor, appropriate and is
*greed upon in advance.) Budget data can be as of the
beginning of the fiscal year. at the end of the fiscal
Tear or at a aid- point, the Important factor being

that It reflects the nest accurate picture of the
budget.

Oud&eted Teaching Staff

Senior Faculty: Professors. Associate Professors
(including Acting Professors and
Acting Associate Prof's ttttt if

budgeted)

Jailer Faculty: Allis .nt Prof Instructors,
Lecturers, Clinical Prof (11
levels). (Berkeley t UCLA include

Associate in

Other Teaching
Staffs Supervisors in Teaching EducaLlon.

Adjunct (all levels). Clinical
Psychology Supervisors.

Includes all FTE paid from budgeted and non-budgeted
fu de (1.0.. regardless of fund source) that provide for
Inhcructicn and departmental research efforts during
the Fail. Winter. and/or Spring. in accordance with
the payrolls. activity indicators, faculty workload
Parveys, or whatever other source that best represents
the teaching resources of that department. Sabbaticals
should be included under the Proper teaching titles of
the persons on sabbatical and in proportion to the
percentage of pay while on sabbatical.

A qualitative statement should be included with actual
FTE data where department (1) is subsidizing pro-
grate In other departments. or (II) is being subsidized
le its program by other departments.

In taw. Junior Faculty and "ether teaching" titles should
be footnoted and defined specifically by title.

Actual Teaching Staff

Sinter Faculty:

Junior Faculty:

Other Teaching

Prof Associate Professors,
Including Acting and Visiting titles.

Assi Prof instructors,
lecturers. Clinical Professors (all
levels), including Acting, Visiting and
Adjunct Assistant Professor titles, and
Acting Instructor (when the appointee
Is not student), (Berkeley t UCLA
include Associate in when appointee
Is not a student,)

COMMENTS

budgeted Staff

It was agreed that It would be relevant to consider
both budget and actual faculty and teaching staff,
but when budgeted staff was discussed it was readily
apparent that there were a number of differences in
the way institutions defined "budget," Several institu-

tions budget all funds. Including temporary or short -
term funds (such as federal g ) as well as permanent,

continuing funds; therefore, budget was defined-ta-
xman only those funds in support of faculty and teaching
staff provided by the State for regular on-going instruc-
tional programs. Further, for the sake of ease of colter
tion, the budgeted status could be considered at any
convenient time of the year (the beginning of the fiscal
year. the beginning of the academic year, the end of
the year, etc.) which mast properly reflected the
"budget", as viewed by that institution.

One Institution did not budget teaching ass' ships.

Instead *udgeted faculty positions were converted to
provide for the actual hiring of teaching assistants.
(Refer to subsequent section dealing with Full-Tim
'Eguivelent Facultr.) And It was found that some insti-
tutions adjust departmental budget to reflect actual
staffing pa tt , sone do not.

Actual Staff

It was agreed that actual faculty wen a reflection
of budgeted provisions actually filled, plus additional
positions created by donations of faculty time to
department (other than that In which the person Is

budgeted) and those savings 'min sabbaticals and leaves
that finance additional temporary Wilkins.

However, there were problems with this definition.
Actual faculty may carry a connotation of faculty funded
from extramural funds in addition to these financed
from the budget.

faculty who are on sabbatical pose a special problem.
The portions of their salaries which are paid during
the sabbatical are rep in the actual salary

figure. However, since they are not contributing to
the teaching program, there was disagreement as to whethe
or not they should be included In the actual FTE figure.
One opinion would exclude them; another would Include

them because their portion of the teaching effort
must be absorbed by the remaining faculty. For the

purpose of providing uniform data. the data exchange
group included faculty on sabbatical In this data exchang
A related problem is the handling of FTC of faculty
released from teaching responsibilities to perform

administrative duties. A department having
Such persons during given period may appear to be great.

ly fled In comparison with another if their FTC

is included. how , as in the case of sabbatical!,
exclusion of this data will also give an incomplete

Staff: Supervisor in Teacher Education. Clinical picture.

Psychology Supervisor. Coordinator of Field
Work (in Social Welfare). Field Work Supern An interchange of faculty bet departments Is a comma
visor (In Social Welfare). (UCLA will occurance on many campuses. It may be done for a specift
Include any other academic titles If course or to provide staffing for interdisciplinary
actually teaching such as Professional Instruction. Often only a part of the faculty "ember's
research, Artist In resident, and Deana

Teach. Asst.: Teaching kW Teaching Fellowi. Actin

FTC IS Involved. These arrangements pose problems

. Acting for both budgeted and actual faculty data. Some

Instructor (when the appointee is n part contuses are able to identify faculty used for

time student). Berkeley S UCLA Include such purposes and to Include them appropriately. Others

Associate In when appointee Is cannot make such identification,

Student.
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DEFINITION

9. Actual (Continued)

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

A. .1SA financial Data

O. Support Funds in Instruction
and Departmental n eeeee ch

Defined as those funds that Provide for academic

salaries, nonacademic salaries, hourly staff salaries

(both academic and nonacademic), supplies, equipment
(including capital equipment that Is not a part of
the construction costs of a new ouilding), and pro-

fessional services, Financial Information should be

provided, if available, In three categories:

(l) budpeted, general funds related to instruction

and departmentej h,

(E) actual expenditures of these budgeted,_ general

funds related to instruction end departmental

research, and

actual expenditures of all funds (regardless of
eeette) related to instruction and departmental

research.

(3)

Are those categories of costs that support academic

salaries. They are defined as nonacademic salaries,
hourly staff salaries, supplies. (Including telephone,
Xerox. ate,) equipment and professional services, as

amplified In ill, A. above, Fringe Benefits should

not be Included In 14R financial data.

COMMENTS

Actual Staff (Continued)

It was tester for *owe institution* to PrevIcir "actual"
Information on staffing, if "tune- reporting" or "faculty
activity surveys" were routinely employed by the campus.
Some members of the Data Exchange Group could not distri-
bute faculty effort by instructional level nor could

breakout of ch and public service functions

be made in many cases. Any distribution of faculty

effort may be largely dependant on institutional policy.
Where there are guidelines or policies regarding teaching
lead or percentage of time to be devoted to non-instrkic
Veinal activities, there Is usually more complete record.
keeping to Insure Implementation of the policy. Anyone
using faculty effort data Should have clear understand

leg of the applicable policy and of the method of data

collection used.

Although data on budget and actual faculty Deed teaching
staff were' considered quite valuable, It was found that

considerable knowledge of individual programs and
of Institutional budget and academic policies was necess-
ary before proper comparisons could be made and data

interpreted.

Classification of Teaching Titles

One of the first problems the Data Exchange Group confide
*red was whether the various teaching titles were camper
able In terms of academic requirements.
professors and associate professors hold what

Wars the requirements for appointment to this series;
which titles were responsible for the supervision
of graduate students, the conduct of courses at the under,

graduate level, etc.; were the titles teaching associ-
ate Instructor, and teaching assistant the some and

If not, he did they vary? It was concluded that most

titles carried the same meaning and had the sere academic
requirements, and (II) differences between certain
titles were minor, although each participant should

be aware of these differences. Therefore, Schedule

was devised that reflected these similarities and differ-

ences, by institution (see Appendix ). It is believed

that this Is necessary instrument for understanding
the data to be exchanged, just as a similar schedule
was found necessary for portraying student differences.
(Rater to section dealing with students,)

instruction and ch financial Data

The Data Exchange Group Intended that all funds directly
attributable to the instruction and departmental research
effort be recorded, and that they be recorded In such
a way that those departments flawing a high proportion

of academic p I In the higher paying ranks not

unduly Influence the financial figures. For this reason,

financial data was divided between those funds suoport.
Ing academic salaries and those other funds supporting
the *hole teaching program (or what was called academic

salaries and 'support' funds. respectively). In order

not to complicate the supprot level. funds relating

to capitalisation and to fringe benefits were excluded.

There was considerable discussion about the ireertente
of other funds that indirectil. support the instructional
program, but for purposes of tnis data element, Indirect

support was excluded, An example of this was found
In one institution where tie support level for Law was

forty percent above the others; this was attributable

felt that the given department's budget included
the budget for their law library, which was part of

separate library budget at other Institutions. These

dollars were ultimately secluded for purposes of this

exchange.

Support Funds

Comparison of support funds also caused a variety of
problems, once definitions were agreed upon. This was

another Instance where detailed knowledge of the program

was required In order to evaluate the date. For eaanOle.

It was found In the Psychology desartmentS that those
having strong clinical emphasis support levels that
were twice if high at those with a greater social science

emphasis. In order to provide a greater understanding

of the program structure, "Departmental Profiles" were
developed, which it was hoped would provide basic Intor-
elation that allow more Information conclusions to be

drawn from the data . (See Appendix for an example

of the Departmental Profile.)
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C. Elle!.

Actual

I. Other Support Funds

IV. CLASS SIZE AMO COURSE INFORMATION

A. Lists Size

(9) 4 MI

OEFINITION

Ineludit items paid from general, state funds used to

finance Instruction end departmental research activities
which era budgeted for the Fall. Winter, and /or Spring.

Budget data can be as of the beginning of the fiscal
years at the ew.! of the fiscal year or at a midmpoint,
the Important factor being that it reflects the most

accurate pi f the budget.

Expenditures are those funds expended for (I) the Same
period of time as those in the budget, and (II) chi'
support of Instruction and departmental research acti-
vities. They should be provided In two ways:

(I) Actual Expenditures of budgeted, general funds.

(2) Actual Expend) f all funds, regardless of
fund source. Including budgeted mid non- budgeted

foods.

Supporting the Iced program are defined as funds from
directly related organized, commissioned or sponsored

th, applicable Institutes and Bureaus, and public
Service that provide academic salaries or other support

costs. These should be Itemized as to the following
whenever possible:

(I) Budgeted general 'funds.

(2) Other budgeted funds, and

(3) Nommbudgeted funds.

(These funds should not be included In the figures
provided for "Support" funds In Instruction and depart-

mental research. They will a-requested separately.)

Oats will be provided for LO. UO, and C by type of

Instruction, Type of instruction is defined as

follow

Lecture: Primary course or seminar (SIM and Illinois
will include sections)

Seethes Subdivision of the course including quiz
Sections

Lab: Subdivision of a course or * lab course
Itself.

Individual
Studyi As title indicates

An Indication should be made as to whether or not the
figure Is for fall or year-

COMMENTS

Budget

Problem discussed In the section pertaining to budgeted
faculty and teaching staff are relevant to this section
as well. In addition, there may be differences in
the manner In which funds are received from the State.
funds -for student support may or may not.be Included.
In some cases, the budgeted figure may not even rep ttttt
actuality. as In California where budgetary SayindS

target is regularly Imposed representing funds which
:Moot be spent. ',Cause Michigan uses year-round,

trImmester system. It encountered enormous difficulties
In attempting to exclude its summer component to mune
Its "annual" data cceoarable with the other Institutions.

Actual

Data on actual expenditures was provided In two ways:
(I) actual expendi f budgeted funds that sapaort
the instructional program. and (11) actual diture

of all funds that support the instructional program.
Some Institutions had difficulty in providing (i) above
as records were not readily available in this forret.
This may be a good place to mention that one of the advam
ages In participating In this experiment In datamenchanee
resulted In the discovery of problems of record- keeping
within our ens institutions and the improvement there-
upon.

For example. despite the Importance of extramural fund -
leg. it IS difficult or perhIPs even Impossible to obtain
Clear plctUre of the amount available for a given

time period because of differences in the Iengtn$ of
grants and In the manner of receiving and using funds.
A three year grant for one million dollars, for_example,
say appear on the books In s single installment or It
say be paid yearly or q ly, vastly effecting the
support level shown for a single year. Some facilities

and equipment bought with grant funds may be owned outrip
while others remain the property of the granting agency
until explrqlon of the contract period. While all

such support contributes greatly to an institution's
educational program, different accounting procedure,
and other arrangements make simple comparisons essential',
worthless,

Other Support Funds

Extramural sources may r p e e t an important part of
an institutions funding which Is not seen in the budget.
In many cases, resources of an organized research e-
er** contribute heavily to the effectiveness of related
academic programs although the dollar value of tniS
contribution IS not shown. To include such funds
In the data to be comparedTiliii-arth a whole new
Set of problems.

Although the Data Exdianca Grew recognized the Import-
ance of attempting to analyze all sources of funds that
Support en instructional program, the problees became
to sizeable to handle in the limited time -frame of the
Exehange Group. S I institutions, through complex
cost accounting structures were able to relate nearly
all funds to given programs, while most of the particles.
Institutions could only make very rough estimates.
These estimates dealt in a very gross way with_prOblems
such as (i) how to pre -rate an Organized Aesearco Insti-
tutes budget among I disciplines and then between
several departments. in order to determine that portion
applicable to a particular teaching program, and (I1).

Class Site and Course information

The Data Exchange Group for a period of ties included
as further expression of workload information on class
Size. Class size Intervals or ranges and averages were
displayed by level of Instruction and by method of inure
tier: (lecture, lab, quiz section, etc.).

Number of courses offered were also gathered but more
to Illustrate the breadth of each departments programs
than to represent workload.

The expression of Chile seemingly similar data tie,entS
however are fraught with difficulty. It was found that

each element must be defined One understood within
the context of the individual program as well as the :alb
of the 1,3011100n. Course numbering systems often Jiffe
r among Institutions and among departments within an

Institution, as do methods of Identifying additional
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O. Class Size Intervals

C. Average Class Me

N. Number*? Courses Offered

C. WORN .OAC

A. Weekly Contact Hours

V. 1 t Study
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DEFINITION

(or ranges) should be reported according to each
Institutions or method of collecting this data.

Should be based on the actual slag of classes rather
than an average of the ranges. Each institution
should provide a short statement as to the method of
eeleulatIng average.

Should be the nunber of "coursie numbers" In the Schedule
of Classes. Data should be Provided for only primary
*stapes. defined as the total number of courses taught
Including lectures, seminars and labs. and studio when
elegem* the mein course format. This does not include
quiz, discussion, labor studio when they are a secondary
portion or subdivision of a course.(e.g., lecture with
discussion -only the lecture is counted as a primary
Section). Do not double count. Count A. 11. C. se-
quences individually (o.9.. History 101 A. II would equal
2 courses when 101 A deals with History from 1485-1603
and History 101 g deals with 1603-1714). An Indication
should be mode as to whether or not the data Is for fell
Of fell academic year offerIngs.

By level of course and by level of teaching staff, are
the number of hours a member of the teaching is

In contact each week with students Ina formal el/tu-
reen setting.

By level of course and by level of faculty. Is a formal
program of study for which credit Is given and as agreed
upon between the faculty member and the study prior to
that course of study.

COMMENTS

Class Sly* and Course Information (Continued)

stetsons or seconder/ sections of a course. for enamel.

One Institution might consider three quarter (AOC)
sequence In Economic Theory as three courses, utter*
another InsfitutIonmIght offer two evertor Sequent*

In Fundamentals of Economic Theory, a three ttttttt
sequence in Economic Theory and seven quarter sequence
In Advanced Economic Theory for a total of three courses.
A mere summation of these courses neither indicates
workload, nor breadth. This example only serves as an

illustration of the ccmplexIty of the problem, and the
fine detail required to understand and Interpret data.

A distenctIon between Delmar/ courses and secondary
sections wes thought useful but found to h extremely

problematic. for example some labs are primary while
others are secondary sections associated with a primary
lecture. Thid distinction could not always be mode.
One instItutien could not distinguish course levet
in Its data. Because of the complexities involved the
floe detail of both data and knowledge required and ques-
tionable value, the Data Exchange Croup decided to undo
these data elements.

Weekly Contact Hours

As a more specific ne rrrrr of teaching staff, workload,

weekly contact hours were added as an element to arrayed
by level of course and by level of teaching staff.
Since this element was only recenity added, at this writ-
ing sufficient review has not been made to enable the
Croup to be certain of the best method cf resorting
this element or Indeed if Its meaningful. for example
ratios of weekly contact hours per FTE teaching staff
may be of more valve than merely the raw tote.

Independent Study Enrollments

Sloe* weekly contact hours were not Identifiable for
Independent study type of courses by all Institutions.
enrollments in such courses was Chosen as an element
which must be taken into consideration when viewing
teaching staff workload. Mere too ratite may turn out
to before valuable than only the data.


